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A B S T R A C T

The object of this paper is the study of simplified probabilistic procedures for the seismic assessment of
nonlinear structures equipped with nonlinear fluid viscous dampers. The considered reference probabilistic
approach is the SAC-FEMA method, which allows to obtain the probability of exceeding a given performance
level. The specific purpose is to study the correlation between the results obtained through the probabilistic
seismic assessment method for structures with and without dampers, with emphasis on these results in terms of
dispersion. A wide set of recorded ground motions was therefore selected and applied to the considered RC
frames. The study was performed without applying scaling factors to the earthquake records, but by selecting
different sets of records for increasing values of seismic intensity. All the obtained results were examined
considering different criteria, in order to determine the set of time-history analyses to be used for the
probabilistic evaluation. Different methods were then applied to obtain the dispersion of the seismic demand.
With reference to the application of the SAC-FEMA method, a sensitivity analysis was also performed,
considering different procedures to interpolate the hazard curve. From the analyses, it was possible to derive the
expressions that allow the results for structures with and without dampers to be correlated, as well as to offer
suggestions for applying the SAC-FEMA method. A second purpose of the paper is to propose and apply, in the
probabilistic assessment, a direct procedure. This procedure was recently presented by some of the authors as a
method to be used for obtaining the response of nonlinear structures with nonlinear viscous dampers as an
alternative to expensive nonlinear dynamic analyses.

1. Introduction

Over the past fifty years, a large part of research has been dedicated
to earthquake-resistant systems developed to raise seismic perfor-
mance levels while keeping construction costs within reasonable levels.
This aspect is particularly evident in the case of existing buildings that
are unable to satisfy the seismic requirements provided by current
codes. The retrofit objective of satisfying the seismic requirements of
new structures is often economically prohibitive and very difficult to
achieve. In these cases an innovative technique as the dissipation of
energy by added damping devices may be very promising in improving
the seismic performance [1–12]. In rehabilitation interventions, fluid-
viscous dampers offer some advantages [3,4], as their behaviour is
independent of frequency and their dissipative capacity is very high.

Performance-Based Earthquake Engineering (PBEE) is a frame-
work used to identify and define desired structural performances for
specified seismic intensity levels. Currently, the most advanced PBEE
methodologies, such as the PEER PBEE procedure [13,14], have been

developed to evaluate seismic performance in terms of expected
economic losses, a parameter of particular interest to decision makers.
The PEER PBEE procedure consists of four steps of analysis: hazard
analysis for the specific site of the building, structural analysis, damage
analysis and loss analysis. In all the steps, the related uncertainties are
explicitly considered in a probabilistic manner. The second step, in
particular, involves a series of nonlinear time-history analyses executed
to obtain a probabilistic description of the seismic demand for the
building at increasing seismic intensity levels.

In this framework, the widespread probabilistic SAC-FEMA ap-
proach [15] can be useful for developing simplified procedures [16,17].
This method provides a closed form expression for evaluating the
annual probability of exceeding a given limit state, while accounting for
record-to-record variability and modelling uncertainties. The method is
based on the first two steps in the PBEE process, hazard analysis and
structural analysis, and, in general, it requires a series of nonlinear
time-history analyses to be performed. This probabilistic approach has
been followed in the present study. The purpose of this paper is to
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study the correlation between the results of the probabilistic assess-
ment method for structures with and without dampers, with particular
emphasis on the results in terms of dispersion caused by ground
motion variability. This paper has studied, in particular, the variability
and influence of the parameters in the closed form expression, such as
the dispersion of seismic demand. This research takes into account the
near collapse limit state, a wide set of ground motions and different
methods to approximate the hazard curves. The analyses were per-
formed without applying scaling factors to the earthquake records, and
different records for increasing values of seismic intensity were instead
used.

Considering the current trend of developing simplified procedures
to assess performance while avoiding expensive nonlinear time-history
analyses, a second purpose of the paper is to apply a direct procedure
for assessing the response of nonlinear structures with nonlinear
viscous dampers. This procedure was recently proposed by some of
the authors and was applied within the considered probabilistic
approach. Entitled DAM (direct assessment method) [18], this proce-
dure requires knowing only the pushover curve of the structure, and it
can also be applied to derive the response for increasing values of
seismic intensity (IDAM). The idea was to apply this procedure in place
of costly nonlinear dynamic analyses to estimate the engineering
demand parameters that are needed in the SAC-FEMA approach.
When simplified assessment methods are used in the place of nonlinear
time-history analyses, it becomes necessary to solve the issue of
uncertainties, such as record-to-record variability. A possible solution
can be to use the default dispersion values available in literature
[14,16]. The results of the correlation study performed as the first
objective of this research can give useful indications for the specific
case of existing structures retrofitted with viscous dampers. Here, when
applying the probabilistic assessment together with DAM, the values
obtained from the nonlinear dynamic analyses were adopted as the
values of the dispersion.

The case study considered is a typical RC frame, with three bays and
six floors, designed to resist gravity loads only. Nonlinear fluid viscous
dampers were inserted for the seismic retrofit. The seismic demand
parameters here considered are the maximum displacement at the top
of the structure and the maximum inter-storey drift. Nine return
periods were chosen to identify nine values for seismic intensity and
twenty ground motions were selected for each. The analyses reported
consider two different models for the behaviour of the plastic hinges,
where the first model includes post-peak strength deterioration and the
second does not. In the first case, the results were elaborated only for
the records where the analyses converged for both structures. In the
second case, the results were elaborated for all the considered records,
that is, all 180 records for each structure.

2. Probabilistic approach

The SAC-FEMA method [15] provided the basis for the FEMA350
[19] guidelines in the structural design of steel moment-resisting
frames under seismic action and can be used to determine the
probability of failure for a structure in a closed form. This method
specifies a closed form expression for evaluating the seismic risk of a
structure in terms of PPL, the annual probability of exceeding a
specified performance level (e.g. the annual probability of collapse or
the annual probability of exceeding the life safety level). Three
approximations were proposed to obtain a closed form expression for
PPL, one for the probabilistic representation of ground motion
intensity, one for displacement demand and one for displacement
capacity. For the first approximation, the assumption is that the site
hazard curve can be approximated in the region of hazard levels close
to the limit state probability PPL through the following relationship:

H S k S( ) =a a
k

0
− 1 (1)

where H(Sa) is the annual probability of exceeding Sa, Sa is the spectral
acceleration at the fundamental period (assumed as the intensity
measure), and k1 and k0 are constants that depend upon the inter-
polation of the hazard function in a log-log plot in the region of
interest. For the second approximation, the assumption is that the
median drift demand D̂ can be represented by the following relation-
ship:

D a Sˆ = ( )a
b (2)

where a and b are constants that depend upon the interpolation of the
results in terms of seismic demand. Lastly, for the third approximation,
the assumption is that the drift demand D is lognormally distributed
about the median, using the standard deviation of the natural
logarithm, βD|Sa. This will be considered as the definition of disper-
sion. In addition, the drift capacity C is assumed to be lognormally
distributed with dispersion βC. Using the previous approximations, it is
possible to derive the following expression:
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where Sa
C
,1
ˆ
is the spectral acceleration associated to attaining the drift

capacity. From Eq. (3), it can be seen that the record-to-record
variability and modelling uncertainties are able to affect PPL through
the exponential correction factor.

3. Direct Assessment Method (DAM) for nonlinear
structures equipped with nonlinear viscous dampers

The DAM procedure, recently proposed and verified by some of the
authors [18], was applied in this research as an alternative to nonlinear
dynamic analyses. For completeness, it is explained here very briefly
and, for more details, see Ref. [18]. The procedure consists of two
steps.

The first step is used to obtain the direct estimate of the supple-
mental damping provided by the nonlinear viscous dampers applied to
a linear elastic structure. In the case of nonlinear viscous dampers, the
supplemental damping is dependent on the structural response.
Therefore, a new dimensionless parameter is introduced for both the
single (SDOF) and the multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) systems. This
parameter is called the damper index [20] and it does not depend on
the structural response. If a MDOF system is considered, the damper
index for the first mode can be defined as:
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where cNLj is the damping coefficient, λ is a constant depending on the
exponent of velocity α, ND and N are, respectively, the number of
devices and degrees of freedom (DOF), fj is an amplification factor
related to the geometrical arrangement of the damper and T1 is the
elastic period of the first mode of vibration. In addition, ϕrj1 is the
difference between the first modal ordinates associated with the DOFs j
and j-1, Γ1 is the first modal participation factor, üg0 is the peak
ground acceleration (PGA) and mi is the mass of the DOF i. In general,
the damper index ε and the supplemental damping under elastic
condition ξve can be related through the following equation:

ξ ε S T ξ= ·[ ( , )]ve a ve
α−1

(5)

where Sa is the spectral acceleration normalized to the PGA. Once the
damper index is known, it is possible to calculate the supplemental
damping ξve using particular spectra of the supplemental damping as a
function of the elastic period, for constant values of the damper index.
These spectra can be obtained by applying Eq. (5) once the spectrum of
the seismic action is known. They can, specifically, be derived on the
basis of the code spectrum.
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The second step of the DAM extends the procedure to consider the
nonlinear behaviour of a structure. Once the pushover curve of the
structure is known, an effective period Teff can be associated to the
SDOF system that is equivalent to the actual structure. The damping
reduction factor B of the spectral ordinates can be determined through
the following equation:

B ξ
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(6)

where Sa, el is the elastic demand in terms of acceleration, μD is the
ductility demand and Say is the maximum level of acceleration that the
structure can bear. Eq. (6) also shows that the damping reduction
factor is a function of the effective damping ξeff, which is the total
damping of the equivalent SDOF system. By inverting Eq. (6), it is
possible to obtain a curve, called constant capacity damping curve, that
correlates the effective damping with the ductility demand (unknowns
of the problem) for a given value of the fundamental elastic period.
Another relationship between the effective damping and the ductility
demand can be derived by studying the damping properties of the
structural system with the damping devices, for a given value of the
supplemental damping ξve (output of the first step):

⎛
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where ξi is the inherent damping, the second term is the hysteretic
damping in the case of elastic-plastic monotonic response and the third
is the supplemental damping caused by nonlinear viscous dampers in
the presence of nonlinear structural behaviour. The parameter C
depends on the type of hysteretic response of the structure. If the
supplemental damping ξve and the yield acceleration Say are known, it
is possible to identify the two curves mentioned and to assess directly
both the ductility demand and the effective damping as their intersec-
tion point (Fig. 1).

As explained in the introduction, the DAM procedure can be used in
place of nonlinear time-history analyses to determine approximated
curves representing the selected engineering demand parameters as
functions of seismic intensity. The method is applied by repeating the
two steps for increasing values of the seismic intensity of the
considered spectrum (IDAM).

4. The considered case study

The case study considered is a configuration that represents typical
RC frames, with three bays and six floors (Fig. 2). This frame was
designed only to resist gravity loads. Nonlinear fluid viscous dampers
were inserted to increase the level of seismic action bearable by the
structure. The properties of the dampers, obtained with design

methods previously presented [10,12], were taken as given parameters
in this paper. They are the exponent of velocity α=0.5, the supple-
mental damping provided by the damping system equal to 24.5% and
the damping coefficient equal to 556 kN (s/m)0.5. Regarding the
geometry of the structure, each bay is 6 m wide and each inter-storey
is 3.2 m high. The beams are 30 cm wide and 60 cm deep on all floors.
The columns have a square cross section. On the ground floor, the
columns at the edge of the building have a length of 40 cm, while the
central columns have a length of 45 cm. All columns have a square
cross section, on the first floor of 40×40 cm, on the third floor, of
35×35 cm and on the last three floors, of 30×30 cm. Concrete with a
cylinder strength of 28 MPa and steel with a yield strength of 450 MPa
have been assumed in this study. The seismic weights are 516.6 kN for
the sixth floor, 833.4 kN for the fifth and fourth floors, 838.6 kN for the
third floor, 849.8 kN for the second floor and 859.2 kN for the first
floor. The structure is assumed to be located in Santa Sofia, Italy.
According to the Italian building code [21], for each site, identified by
its latitude and longitude, it is possible to define the different elastic
response spectra for the different values of the return period TR of the
seismic action.

Since the aim of this paper is to perform the probabilistic assess-
ment of the seismic response of RC structures equipped with nonlinear
fluid viscous dampers, it was necessary to carry out a wide number of
nonlinear dynamic analyses and, consequently, select a high number of
spectrum-compatible recorded ground motions. Nine return periods
were considered (TR=30, 50, 101, 201, 475, 664, 975, 1950 and 2475
years). For each of them, Rexel software [22] was used to select a
number of different sets containing 20 recorded ground motions with
an average elastic acceleration response spectrum compatible with the
code spectrum (Italian building code, [21]). The code elastic response
spectrum for the assumed site and type C soil was determined for each
return period considered. Given the site and the soil type, the PGA for
TR=475 was equal to 0.29g. Fig. 3 shows the spectra of the 20 selected
records for TR=475 years and their average spectrum compared to the
code spectrum.

The software used to select the records, Rexel, allows different
ground motion databases to be considered. The records used in the
nonlinear dynamic analyses were selected from the European Strong
Motion Database [23]. In this database, the ground motions were
selected on the basis of their magnitude interval being between 4 and 7
and their maximum distance from the epicentre being 60 km. The rules
followed for spectrum compatibility were the following. Each set of 20
records was defined so that the average of the spectra of the single
records, scaled to the code PGA, was sufficiently close to the code
spectrum associated to a given return period. This meant that theFig. 1. Constant capacity damping curves (for a given T1) and constant supplemental

damping curve in terms of ductility demand [18].

Fig. 2. Geometrical characteristics of the considered RC frame (dimensions in cm).
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average spectral acceleration of the set of records was not to be less
than 10% or greater than 30% of the code spectral acceleration. In
general, this condition was imposed for the interval of periods between
0.15 s and 2.0 s. However, due to the difficulty in selecting a large
number of records, the upper limit was reduced for the longer return
periods, but even so all the periods of interest for the analyses were
included.

Nonlinear dynamic analyses were performed using a concentrated
plasticity model implemented on a finite element computer program

(SAP2000) [24]. A moment-rotation curve was assigned to the plastic
hinges located at the ends of each element. The moment-rotation curve
was identified by assigning the yielding and ultimate bending moments
and the corresponding chord rotations. These values were obtained
from the empirical relationships given in the Commentary to the
National code [25] and inspired by those proposed by Panagiotakos
and Fardis [26]. The rotation θu at the ultimate condition was,
therefore, calculated using the following expression:
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where γel is equal to 1.5 for primary elements and to 1 for secondary
elements, ν is the axial force ratio, ω and ω′ are the mechanical
reinforcement ratios of tension and compression reinforcements,
respectively. In addition, h is the section depth, fc is the cylinder
compressive strength of concrete (in MPa), fyw is the yield stress of
transverse reinforcement, ρsx is the transverse reinforcement ratio, ρd
is the diagonal reinforcement ratio, LV is the shear span and ac is an
efficiency factor of confinement [25]. The shear span was determined
for each member through a preliminary elastic analysis under lateral
loads. Once the moment-chord rotation diagram was determined, the
moment-plastic rotation diagram was derived by subtracting the
yielding rotation from the rotation values of the first diagram. The
moment-plastic rotation diagram was then assigned to the set of
properties for each plastic hinge as the relevant monotonic moment-
rotation law. The flexural strength and deformation capacity of the
columns were calculated taking the effect of the axial forces into
account. The interaction between the flexural strength and the axial
force was considered by calculating the flexural strength for different
given values of axial force and through interpolation for the other
values of axial force. The effect of the axial force on the deformation

Fig. 3. Spectra of the 20 selected compatible records for TR=475 years, average
spectrum of the selected records, code spectrum and tolerance limits (30% and 10%).

Fig. 4. Moment-rotation diagrams assigned to plastic hinges: a) trilinear curve with post peak strength deterioration; b) bilinear curve without strength deterioration.
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capacity was taken into account by applying Eq. (8) and specifically
through the axial force ratio ν.

Two different moment-rotation curves were considered. A moment-
rotation curve with post peak strength deterioration was initially used
(trilinear moment rotation curve, Fig. 4a). Subsequently, a moment-
rotation curve without post-peak strength deterioration (bilinear mo-
ment-rotation curve, Fig. 4b) was considered to ease the convergence of
a large number of analyses, especially since nonlinear viscous dampers
were present together with nonlinear RC elements. This also meant
that it was possible to obtain a greater number of results for the
probabilistic assessment.

Various reasons were behind the choice of considering the two
moment-rotation curves shown in Fig. 4, instead of a curve with
gradual strength deterioration. Firstly, the two diagrams in Figs. 4a and
b represent the two limit conditions compared to the case of gradual
deterioration. The diagram in Fig. 4a, showing sudden deterioration,
means that it may be possible to exclude the cases in which the ultimate
rotation is exceeded. On the other hand, according to the diagram in
Fig. 4b, it may be possible to consider the results for all the records and
seismic intensity levels, thus having the same number of results for all
the intensity levels. Moreover, for the maximum intensity levels, in
most cases, the plastic rotations obtained were not much greater than
the ultimate rotations. It follows that, by assuming gradual deteriora-
tion in place of the diagram in Fig. 4b, this should not affect the results
in a significant way.

The obtained results were then grouped into three cases, as shown
in Table 1. In the first case, the trilinear moment rotation curve
(Fig. 4a) was considered and the probabilistic assessment was carried
out on 170 and 104 records for the structure with and without
dampers, respectively. These were the records where the analyses
converged. In the second case, the plastic hinge model used in the first
case was adopted, but the probabilistic assessment was calculated on
an equal number of records, i.e. 104 for both structures. In the third
case, a bilinear moment rotation curve (Fig. 4b) was assumed and the
probabilistic assessment was performed on 180 records for both
structures.

5. Results and comments

5.1. Probabilistic seismic demand analysis

The following parameters were examined for each nonlinear
dynamic analysis:

1. Profiles of maximum displacement, obtained from the envelope of

the maximum displacements which occur on each floor during the
seismic event;

2. Profiles of maximum inter-storey drift, which represent the envelope
of maximum inter-storey drifts occurring during the seismic event.

Having obtained the maximum displacement and maximum inter-
storey drift profiles, it was possible to determine the maximum
displacement at the top of the building (Droof) and the maximum
inter-storey drift (δmax) along the height of the building for each
record and each return period. The values thus obtained were plotted
in graphs. These graphs contain a parameter representing seismic
intensity (Sa(T1), the spectral acceleration at the first natural period of
the structure with 5% damping) as the abscissa and a parameter
representing seismic demand (Droof or δmax) as the ordinate.

The median and the dispersion values were determined in order to
perform the probabilistic assessment. Regarding the median, it was
assumed from the scientific literature [15] that the distribution of
median values of the seismic demand parameters follows the relation-
ship:

MeD a S T= ( ( ))a
b

1 (9)

where MeD is the median value of the demand parameter D, Sa(T1) is
the spectral acceleration and a and b are constants deriving from
regression analysis. These constants were identified for Droof and
δmax once the points MeDroof -Sa(T1) and Meδmax -Sa(T1) were
determined for each return period.

With regards to dispersion, two different dispersion formulations
were considered. The first formulation considers a variable dispersion
with regards to seismic intensity. The dispersion for each return period
was obtained through the formulation proposed in scientific literature,
standard deviation of the natural logarithm of the various demand
parameters. Variable dispersion is indicated with the notation βregr
and was obtained through the expression:

β
x μ
n

=
∑ (ln − ˆ)

D S
k k

|

2

a (10)

where n is the number of values and μ̂ is determined as the mean of the
natural logarithm of the results:

μ
x

n
ˆ =

∑ lnk k

(11)

A regression analysis was carried out on the obtained dispersion
values, determining the parameters of the straight line which best
interpolates the dispersion values:

Table 1
The three cases in which the performed analyses have been grouped.

Case 1) Case 2) Case 3)
Trilinear moment-rotation curve with post peak
strength deterioration

Trilinear moment-rotation curve with post peak
strength deterioration

Bilinear moment-rotation curve without post
peak strength deterioration

Structure with dampers 170 results 104 results 180 results
Structure without

dampers
104 results 104 results 180 results

Table 2
Expressions of median and dispersion for Droof and δmax, Case 1.

Droof δmax

Structures with dampers Structures without dampers Structures with dampers Structures without dampers
170 records 104 records 170 records 104 records

MeDroof=0.2114∙Sa
0.9872 MeDroof=0.2129∙Sa

0.8059 Meδmax=2.041∙ Sa
1.0755 Meδmax=4.1216∙ Sa

1.1327

βregr=0.3385+0.3894Sa βregr=0.3274+0.2272Sa βregr=0.3359+0.4341Sa βregr=0.4016–0.2375Sa
βcost=0.4523 βcost=0.5252 βcost=0.4595 βcost=0.56296
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β a bS T= + ( )D S a| 1a (12)

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the obtained correlation, the
parameter R2 (determination index) and the errors (mean and
standard deviation of residues) were taken into account. The second
formulation, denoted by βcost, considers a parameter of constant
dispersion with regards to seismic intensity. This was obtained by
performing a regression analysis of lnD on lnSa on the totality of the
results. The value thus obtained is the standard deviation of the
residues.

Table 2 shows the expressions for the median and dispersion of the
demand parameters for the analyses in Case 1 (see Table 1). For the
same case, Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the graphs for the median and
dispersion of the demand parameters as a function of seismic intensity.
The same results are reported in Table 3 and Figs. 7 and 8 for the
analyses in Case 2, and in Table 4 and Figs. 9 and 10 for the analyses in
Case 3. Fig. 5 shows that the median roof displacements (Droof) of the
structure without dampers are greater than those of the structure with
dampers, as expected. With regards to the dispersion value (βregr,
Fig. 5b) for both the structures with and without dampers, this value

increases with seismic intensity. Moreover, the dispersion of the
structure with dampers is greater than that without dampers. This
trend is not in line with the expectations. Lastly, Fig. 5c illustrates that,
in accordance with Fig. 5a, the displacements of the structure with
dampers are smaller than those obtained for the structure without
dampers. Considering the parameter of constant dispersion (βcost,
Table 2), the dispersion of the structure without dampers is greater
than that with dampers, a trend that is in line with expectations. With
regards to Fig. 6, the same remarks can be made for the maximum
inter-storey drifts (δmax). In addition, it can be observed that the
variable dispersion (βregr) decreases for the structure without dam-
pers when seismic intensity increases, a trend that is not in line with
expectations, and that the values for constant dispersion (βcost) are
slightly higher than those obtained for Droof. As noticed, a trend not in
line with the expectations is found when the variable dispersion of the
structure with dampers is greater than that without dampers (Figs. 5b
and 6b) or when the variable dispersion decreases for the structure
without dampers for increasing seismic intensity (Fig. 6b). This is
probably due to the reduction of the number of records which allowed

Fig. 5. Case 1: a) MeDroof [m]- Sa(T1) [g]; b) βDroof- Sa(T1) [g]; c) lnDroof- lnSa(T1).

Fig. 6. Case 1: a) Meδmax [%]- Sa(T1) [g]; b) βδmax- Sa(T1) [g]; c) lnδmax- lnSa(T1).
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to reach the convergence for the structure without dampers with the
increasing of the seismic intensity, causing a reduction of the number
of data and of the variable dispersion for the larger intensities.

Fig. 7a shows that, for the structure with dampers and considering
Case 2 (fewer records), there are smaller values for the median Droof

than in Case 1. Fig. 7b confirms the fact that the dispersion (βregr)
always increases for both structures (with and without dampers) when
the seismic intensity increases. Moreover, the values of dispersion
(βregr) decrease for the structure with dampers if we consider fewer
records. Fig. 7c and Table 3 confirm that the trend is the same for
dispersion (βcost). Fig. 8 shows that the remarks regarding the
maximum roof displacement (Droof) can be applied to the maximum

inter-storey drift. However, when passing from the structure with
dampers to the one without, a trend not in line with expectations is
obtained again for βregr.

If we consider a greater number of records for both the structures
(Case 3), the trend obtained is in line with expectations. When
examining the maximum roof displacement (Droof), the following
observations can be made (Fig. 9). The median values for the structure
without dampers are greater than those obtained for the structure with
dampers (Fig. 9a). The dispersion βregr always increases for both the
structures when seismic intensity increases and the trend is as
expected, that is the dispersion of the structure without dampers is
greater than that with dampers (Fig. 9b). The dispersion βcost is

Table 3
Expressions of median and dispersion for Droof and δmax, Case 2.

Droof δmax

Structures with dampers Structures without dampers Structures with dampers Structures without dampers
104 records 104 records 104 records 104 records

MeDroof=0.1127∙ Sa
0.7398 Meδmax=0.2129∙ Sa

0.8059 Meδmax=1.0595∙ Sa
0.8221 Meδmax=4.1216∙ Sa

1.1327

βregr=0.3306+0.2143Sa βregr=0.3274+0.2272 Sa βregr=0.3254+0.257 Sa βregr=0.4016–0.2375 Sa
βcost=0.42236 βcost=0.5252 βcost=0.42239 βcost=0.56296

Fig. 7. Case 2: a) MeDroof [m]- Sa(T1) [g]; b) βDroof- Sa(T1) [g]; c) lnDroof- lnSa(T1).

Fig. 8. Case 2: a) Meδmax [%]- Sa(T1) [g]; b) βδmax- Sa(T1) [g]; c) lnδmax- lnSa(T1).
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greater for both structures than in the previous two cases, but the same
trend is maintained, that is, the dispersion for the structure without
dampers is greater than that for the structure with dampers (Fig. 9c).
All these remarks can also apply to the maximum inter-storey drift
(δmax, Fig. 10), with the additional observation that the decreasing
trend (observed in Cases 1 and 2) disappears for βregr, which always
increases with seismic intensity.

The direct assessment method [18] mentioned previously was used
to estimate the median values of Droof for Case 3. The method was
applied using the code expression for the damping reduction factor
[27], the average spectrum for each return period and the area-based
criterion for the equivalent damping ratio (with C=2 in Eq. (7)). In
Fig. 11, the median curves of Droof, resulting from the nonlinear
dynamic analyses, were compared with those obtained by applying the

direct assessment method [18] for increasing seismic intensity (IDAM).
It should be noted that the IDAM curves are conservative, especially for
the structure with dampers. This is due to the conservative nature of
the code expression used for the damping reduction factor. The IDAM
curves are, in any case, consistent with the curves obtained from the
nonlinear incremental dynamic analyses, confirming the effectiveness
of the method as an alternative to nonlinear dynamic analyses.

Figs. 12 and 13 include the curves of the three cases presented in
Table 1 for the median and the dispersion of maximum roof displace-
ment and inter-storey drift, showing them as functions of seismic
intensity. The trends described before can also be observed in these
figures, where there is a clearer comparison between the different
cases, i.e. between the different number of ground motions. Fig. 12
shows that the median values of Droof and δmax are, as expected,

Table 4
Expressions of median and dispersion for Droof and δmax, Case 3.

Droof δmax

Structures with dampers Structures without dampers Structures with dampers Structures without dampers
180 records 180 records 180 records 180 records

MeDroof=0.2421∙Sa
1.0523 MeDroof=0.44∙ Sa

1.1357 Meδmax=2.2724∙ Sa
1.1285 Meδmax=9.8605∙ Sa

1.5088

βregr=0.3145+0.5809Sa βregr=0.2626+1.0257Sa βregr=0.2975+0.7001Sa βregr=0.2906+1.1428Sa
βcost=0.4696 βcost=0.5651 βcost=0.4803 βcost=0.6389

Fig. 9. Case 3: a) MeDroof [m]- Sa(T1) [g]; b) βDroof- Sa(T1) [g]; c) lnDroof- lnSa(T1).

Fig. 10. Case 3: a) Meδmax [%]- Sa(T1) [g]; b) βδmax- Sa(T1) [g]; c) lnδmax- lnSa(T1).
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greater for the structure without dampers than for the structure with
dampers, and that these values increase with the number of records.
Fig. 13 illustrates the dispersion trend (βregr). It can be seen that this
dispersion increases with seismic intensity, with the exception of δmax

with 104 records, and that it increases with the number of records. As

observed before, the expected trend is obtained for both structures with
180 records, i.e. a larger dispersion for the structure without dampers
than for the structure with dampers.

Table 5 illustrates the fact that the parameter of constant dispersion
(βcost) increases when the number of records increases for both

Fig. 11. Case 3: MeDroof [m]- Sa(T1) [g] curves obtained with nonlinear dynamic analyses and IDAM [18].

Fig. 12. Comparison between cases 1, 2 and 3: a) MeDroof [m]- Sa(T1) [g]; b) Meδmax [%]- Sa(T1) [g].

Fig. 13. Comparison between cases 1, 2 and 3: a) βDroof- Sa(T1) [g]; b) βδmax- Sa(T1) [g].
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structures and for both the demand parameters (Droof and δmax).
Lastly, with regards to dispersion, it was found useful to perform some
evaluations. The ratio between the parameters of constant dispersion
obtained for the structures with and without dampers was calculated
for the three cases. It emerged that the dispersion of the structure with
dampers is about 80% that of the structure without dampers (Table 6).
The ratio between the coefficients of the regression lines β=a+bSa
obtained for the structures both with and without dampers was also
calculated for the three cases. This can be used to obtain the dispersion
for the structure with dampers, if that for the structure without
dampers is known (Table 6). Given the previous observations concern-
ing the dispersion trends, the most reliable correlations seem to be
those obtained for Case 3, where the number of records is greater
(180).

5.2. Evaluation of annual failure probability

In this section, the research focuses on studying the simplified
formula proposed in the SAC-FEMA method and used to assess the
annual probability of exceeding a given performance level (Eq. (3)).
The study is based on the following assumptions. The near collapse
(NC) limit state was taken into consideration. Different criteria for
approximating the hazard curve were adopted, with interpolation
performed on the entire range of return periods examined (criterion
(a), TR=30, 50, 101, 201, 475, 664, 975, 1950 and 2475 years).
Interpolation was also performed on a small range close to the return
period of 975 years, which in the code is associated to the near collapse
limit state (criterion (b) TR=475, 664, 975, 1950 and 2475 years).
Moreover, interpolations of the first and second order were performed
for both the criteria, thus identifying four hazard curves. The approx-
imation of the second order was determined according to the method
proposed by Vamvatsikos [28]:

H S k e( ) =a
k S T k S T

0
(− ln ( )− ln ( ))a a2

2
1 1 1 (13)

where k1,k2 > 0 and k2≥0. Using the approximation of the second order
for the hazard curve, the new closed-form expression of the annual
probability of failure [28] becomes:

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟P p k H S e= [ ( )]F NC

p
a
NC p pk β

, 0
1−

,1

1
2 Sc1

2 2

(14)

where:

p
k β

p= 1
1 + 2

0 < < 1
Sc2
2

(15)

The difference between Eq. (14) and Eq. (3) is the insertion of the
factor p. Substituting k2=0 in Eq. (15), it can be noted that the factor p
becomes equal to unity and Eq. (14) is simplified into:

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟P H S e= [ ( )]F NC a

NC p pk β
, ,1

1
2 Sc1

2 2

(16)

The expressions of the obtained hazard curves are reported in
Table 7 and the graphs of these relationships are illustrated in Fig. 14.

Table 5
βcost with the increasing of the number of records for Droof and δmax.

Structure with dampers Structure without dampers

104 170 180 104 180
records records records records records

βcost(Droof) 0.42236 0.4523 0.4696 0.5252 0.5651
βcost(δmax) 0.42239 0.4595 0.4803 0.5629 0.6381

Table 6
βcost, ratio between the parameters of constant dispersion, obtained for the structures
with and without dampers in the three cases; βregr, ratio between the coefficients of the
regression lines obtained for the structures with and without dampers in the three cases.

βcost, damp/βcost, withoutdamp α=adamp/awithoutdamp

λ=bdamp/bwithoutdamp

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Droof 0.8612 0.8042 0.831 α 1.714 0.943 0.566
λ 1.034 1.009 1.198

δmax 0.8162 0.7503 0.7518 α −1.828 −1.082 0.613
λ 0.836 0.810 1.024

Table 7
Approximation of the first and second order of the hazard curve, obtained with criterion (a) and (b).

Hazard curve criterion (a) Hazard curve criterion (b)

1st order approximation H S S( ) = 3.10 ( )a a
−5 −2.827 H S S( ) = 7.10 ( )a a

−6 −4.03

2nd order approximation
H S e( ) = 2.62⋅10a

Sa T Sa T−6 (−0.878ln2 ( 1)−5.923 ln ( 1)) H S e( ) = 3.04⋅10a
Sa T Sa T−7 (−2.18ln2 ( 1)−9.312 ln ( 1))

Fig. 14. Approximations of the I and II order for the hazard curve with criterion (a) and (b).
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Lastly, the determination of the capacity values for the near collapse
limit state and for the two demand parameters under consideration was
carried out according to two criteria described in the following. Two
collapse conditions were defined, one based on the ultimate roof
displacement (Droof,u) and the other on the ultimate inter-storey drift
(δmax ,u). Droof,u was determined through pushover analysis, under a
modal pattern of lateral load, and is the roof displacement when the
first plastic hinge in a column reaches the collapse rotation. This value
is Droof,u=0.145 m. δmax ,u, which is to be compared with the
demand evaluated in terms of maximum drift along the height of the
building, was determined through pushover analysis and is the
maximum drift along the height when the first plastic hinge in a
column reaches the collapse rotation. Since a column sway mechanism
at the fourth storey was observed during the pushover analysis, the
drift corresponds to the ultimate drift of the fourth storey, equal to
2.5375%. It should also be noted that, during the nonlinear dynamic
analyses, a column sway mechanism was observed at the third or fourth
storey in almost all the cases when the collapse had been reached.

The variability of the annual probability of failure is then examined.
With regards to the first order approximation of the hazard curve, the
results for Droof,u are reported in Table 8. This table shows the values
of probability together with the corresponding values of hazard and
dispersion. It can be observed that, under the same conditions of
structure and dispersion, the values of annual probability of failure
vary considerably, depending on the hazard curve (a) or (b). It can also
be seen that, for the same hazard curve (a) or (b), a variation in the
dispersion seems to have a greater influence on the final value of the
annual probability of failure, including when a comparison was made
with a variation to the hazard value. In addition, on examining the
parameter of constant dispersion, a much greater annual probability of
failure was obtained for the structure without dampers than for the
structure with dampers. This, however, does not always occur when the

parameter of variable dispersion is used, as in Case 2, see hazard curve
(b). The same observations can be made for the collapse defined by
δmax ,u (not shown) with the additional consideration that, when the
variable dispersion parameter (βregr) is used, the annual probability of
failure is much greater for the structure with dampers than for the
structure without. Consequently, the results are in line with expecta-
tions mainly when the parameter of constant dispersion (βcost) is used.
Table 8 also gives the values of collapse probability obtained for Case 3
when using the median curves of Droof estimated through the direct
assessment method [18] and either the values of dispersion (βcost) or
the expressions of dispersion (βregr) derived from the nonlinear
dynamic analyses. The values of probability with IDAM were seen to
be greater than those obtained from the nonlinear dynamic analyses,
and this was due to the conservative estimates obtained for the median
curves of Droof and to the different trends of such curves.

When looking at the second order approximation of the hazard
curve, for both the demand parameters and for the same structure,
there is a smaller difference between the values of H(Sa,1

NC)
determined by using different intervals for interpolating the hazard
curve (criterion (a) or (b)) than for the first order approximation. This
is shown in Table 9 for Droof,u and Case 3. As a consequence, when
considering the second order approximation of the hazard curve, the
variation, for the same structure and dispersion, of the annual failure
probability using the values of TR,, is reduced, if compared with the
same variation obtained using the first order approximation. Moreover,
considering the second order approximation of the hazard curve, the
dispersion has a lower influence on the annual failure probability than
with the first order approximation. Finally, it is possible to observe
that, considering the second order approximation and using both the
dispersion parameters, the results are in line with expectations, i.e. the
annual failure probability for the structure without dampers is always
much greater than that obtained for the structure with dampers.

6. Conclusions

Several investigations were performed, by means of nonlinear
dynamic analyses, on the application of the simplified SAC-FEMA
approach used in the probabilistic seismic assessment of RC structures
with and without viscous dampers. The main results are summarized in
the following. As expected, the median values obtained for the
structure without dampers are greater than those obtained for the
structure with dampers, regardless of the number of records consid-
ered. Regarding the application of the direct assessment method as an
alternative to nonlinear dynamic analyses, the estimates derived from
the method for the median curves of Droof are consistent with the
results of the nonlinear dynamic analyses. These results show that the
method is effective and can be used as a simplified alternative to
nonlinear dynamic analyses for probabilistic assessment purposes.

With reference to the dispersion parameter βregr, it is possible to

Table 8
Annual failure probability for the first order approximation of the hazard curve with criterion (a) and (b) for collapse defined by Droof,u (Droof,u=0.145 m).

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 3 (IDAM)

With dampers Without dampers With dampers Without dampers With dampers Without dampers With dampers Without dampers
170 104 104 104 180 180 180 180

H(Sa,1
NC) a) 8.8∙10−5 1.2∙10−4 1.2∙10−5 1.2∙10−4 1.2∙10−4 4.8∙10−4 2.6∙10−4 2.65∙10−4

b) 3.3∙10−5 4.8∙10−5 1.8∙10−6 4.8∙10−5 4.9∙10−5 3.6∙10−4 1.53∙10−4 1.57∙10−4

βregr 0.6043 0.4686 0.6319 0.4686 0.6714 0.6486 0.585 0.6545

PF, NC a) 5.4∙10−4 7.1∙10−4 3.7∙10−4 7.1∙10−4 7.9∙10−4 2.2∙10−3 1.3∙10−3 5.55∙10−3

b) 1.3∙10−3 1.9∙10−3 2.0∙10−3 1.9∙10−3 2.4∙10−3 8.2∙10−3 5.55∙10−3 5.43∙10−2

βcost 0.4523 0.5252 0.4223 0.5252 0.4696 0.5651 0.4696 0.5651

PF, NC a) 2.8∙10−4 9.9∙10−3 7.3∙10−5 9.9∙10−4 3.5∙10−4 1.6∙10−3 8.2∙10−4 3.23∙10−3

b) 3.4∙10−4 3.8∙10−3 7.7∙10−5 3.8∙10−3 4.4∙10−4 4.3∙10−3 1.56∙10−3 1.81∙10−2

Table 9
Annual failure probability for different hazard curve approximations, for collapse defined
by Droof,u (Droof,u=0.145 m) and for Case 3.

a) a) b) b)
I order II order I order II order

With dampers: Sa,1
NC =0.6144 g, a=0.2421, b=1.0523, βC=0.275

H(Sa,1
NC) 1.2∙10-4 3.8∙10-5 4.9∙10-5 1.7∙10-5

βregr =0.6717
PF,NC 7.9∙10-4 7.19∙10-4 2.37∙10-3 4.99∙10-4

βcost =0.4696
PF,NC 3.5∙10-4 2.49∙10-4 4.37∙10-4 2.20∙10-4

Without dampers: Sa,1
NC =0.3763 g, a=0.44, b=1.1357, βC =0.275

H(Sa,1
NC) 4.8∙10-4 3.7∙10-4 3.6∙10-4 3.4∙10-4

βregr =0.6486
PF,NC 2.2∙10-3 2.4∙10-3 8.2∙10-3 1.3∙10-3

βcost =0.5651
PF,NC 1.6∙10-3 1.8∙10-3 4.3∙10-3 1.2∙10-3
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notice several aspects. Dispersion increases with seismic intensity, it
depends on the results of the nonlinear dynamic analyses and, in
particular, on the number of records. The expected trend, i.e. greater
dispersion for the structure without dampers than for the structure
with dampers, was determined only for the higher number of records
(180 records). Regarding the dispersion parameter βcost, the trend was
as expected even when using a lower number of records. Additionally,
βcost increases with the number of seismic events for both the
structure with and without dampers. The relationships between the
expressions for βcost and βregr for the structure with and without
dampers were derived with the purpose of obtaining the dispersion for
the structure with dampers, if that for the structure without dampers is
known.

With regards to the simplified formula to determine the annual
probability of failure PF, NC, this formula is particularly sensitive to
variations in the hazard curve approximation and dispersion. For the
hazard curves determined with the first order approximation, it can be
observed that different values of PF, NC were obtained by changing the
interval in which the hazard curve is interpolated. Moreover, the
simplified formula for PF, NC is particularly affected by dispersion.
The values for PF, NC were always in line with expectations only when
obtained using the parameter of dispersion βcost. Considering the
second order approximation of the hazard curve, the variation in the
annual failure probability, when changing the interval for interpolating
the hazard curve, is reduced if compared to the same variation obtained
with the first order approximation. Using the second order approxima-
tion, the influence of the values of dispersion is also reduced, and PF,
NC is always greater for the structure without dampers than for the
structure with dampers. The suggestion, therefore, is to use the
parameter of constant dispersion βcost when considering the first
order approximation for the hazard curve. Otherwise, the second order
approximation allows users to obtain values of probability that are less
sensitive to the interval for interpolating the hazard curve and to type
of dispersion, βregr or βcost.
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